
Printing Using Household Items
What you will need:

• Craft knife, scissors, small kitchen knife, cake cutters, chopping board, metal ruler
• MDF board offcuts [Homebase], Perspex [Wrap], Veg and fruit 
• Double sided tape clear or coloured. [£ shops]
• Paper, pen, and fabric and a selection of string or foam
• Brush, sponge water and suitable paint
• Cheap baby wipes, cotton buds to remove excess paint

How to cut Perspex
Mark with a pen .Use a metal ruler and a craft knife to make an initial cut. Snap off piece 
using the side of the table. Smooth edge with a rasp or sand block.

How to cut out the stamps from vegetables
1. Start with a potato or carrot. Cut it in half.
2. Draw a simple design with a felt tip pen or push in a cake cutter.
3. Carefully cut round the marked design with a small kitchen knife unless you are using 

a cake cutter. When using the cake cutters leave the cutter in to protect the shape.
4. Turn the potato or carrot on its side and cut away about half a cm off. 
5. A handle can be cut into a potato if desired. 

Orange peel can be cut into shapes with scissors to create a textured stamp.

How to make stamps using string
The string can be wrapped around Perspex, mdf or wood. You will have to tie it tightly at the 
back or fixed with gaffa tape. Keep the design simple, one layer of string is better for 
printing.
You can stick double sided tape on any rigid printing block such as mdf. Peel off paper, press 
string onto the sticky tape. Paint string, turn over and print. Mark on back of the block the 
direction of print.
Use the clear double sided tape on Perspex for exact positioning of print. You can draw a 
design on paper to put behind the Perspex.
Tape can be a little sticky, the paint helps to remove this and keep the string in place. 
However it is probably best to wipe/dab clean when changing colours. Do not soak.

This information sheet can be used alongside Sheila’s hand out. 


